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your colleagues



Learning objectives

1. Identify early signs of distress 
and relevant early interventions

2. Apply evidence-based skills to 
improve performance and 
thrive in challenging work 
environments

3. Recognize when and 
how to seek support



Why resiliency training?





Reality Check

Everyone faces adversity 
during residency.



Stressful situations

Have you faced adversity / stress
in a high performance environment?

u Reflect on a stressful event

u How did you manage this stress?



What is burnout?

uEmotional exhaustion

uDepersonalization

uReduced sense of 
personal 
accomplishment



What is burnout?

“I’m exhausted, I 
don’t care, I’m 

useless”



Burnout amongst resident doctors

u 45-75% of residents

u RDoC 2015 National Resident Survey: 

Sources: RDoC 2015 National Resident Survey, Ishak, 2009



Why should we care?

u Productivity

u Adherence to best 
practices – doctors and 
patients

u Job satisfaction 

Sources: Wallace, 2009, de Oliveria, 2013



Yerkes-Dodson Law: Increased stress can lead to 
increased performance

Source: Diamond, 2007



What makes residents prone to burnout?



What makes residents prone to burnout?

u Job-related limitations

u Personality traits and attitude

u “Hidden curriculum”



RDoC’s Resiliency Curriculum



Resiliency is…

“The ability to recover quickly, 
resist and possibly even thrive 
in the face of direct/indirect
traumatic events and adverse

situations.”
— Department of National Defence



Within medicine…

...training programs should include 
interventions that promote student 

well-being, job satisfaction, and 
professionalism, drawing on recent 

studies demonstrating that
these approaches work.”

— Roger Ladouceur, CFP Journal Editorial (Feb. 2015)



Results

u Mindfulness-based Stress Reduction and Relaxation course associated 
with reduction in psychological distress & anxiety, increase in 
empathy

u Stress-management training associated with better performance, 
increased use of coping mechanisms amongst surgical residents

Sources: Shapiro, 1998; Maker, 2013; Cordula, 2011



The benefits of early preparation

uDuring training

uBeyond



How is our resiliency curriculum different?

Wellness 
Programs for 
moderate 
to severe 
distressRDoC

Resiliency 
Curriculum

Wellness
Programs for 
improved
work-life 
balance



How is our curriculum different?

u Coordinated, national approach

u Intended for everyone 

u Skills-based

u Performance

u Mandatory competencies
RDoC
Resiliency 
Curriculum



CanMEDS FM - Professional

u 3. Demonstrate a commitment to 
physician health and sustainable 
practice

u 4. Demonstrate a commitment to 
reflective practice

RDoC
Resiliency 
Curriculum



Following the lead of…

The Working Mind



Tool #1: 
The Mental Health Continuum



Audience Participation – Examining Distress

u How did/would you feel?

u How stressed are you?



The Mental Health Continuum

u Healthy or ill

u Mental health can shift day to day

u Everyone falls along this continuum

u Everyone can categorize their mental health along a continuum



The Mental Health Continuum

u Not a diagnostic tool

u Reflect on your mental health and level of stress

u Identify actions to optimize your mental health

u Guide to help identify distress in your peers



The Mental Health Continuum Model



The Mental Health Continuum Model (cont.)



Re-examining Distress

u Where would you be on the continuum?





The Mental Health Continuum: Actions

u There are actions you can take at any point on the continuum to go 
back to (or stay in) the “healthy” (green) phase

u Easier to go back when you identify problems early



What can you do in the Healthy Phase?



What can you do in the Reacting Phase?



What can you do in the Injured phase?



What can you do in the Ill Phase?



Tool#2: The Big 4+ 
for residency



The Big 4+ for residency

u Practical skills to cope with stress 
and improve mental health

u Based on cognitive-behavioural
therapy and performance psychology



Skill #1: Tactical breathing



The Big 4+: Tactical breathing

u Deep breathing exercises help 
to consciously relax muscles 
of neck and shoulders

u Shifts focus to relevant task

u With practice, can be used on 
the spot to blunt sympathetic 
response and decrease arousal

u Practice daily for increased 
effectiveness in stressful 
situations



Skill #2: Goal Setting



The Big 4+: Goal setting

I want to learn how to tie knots laparoscopically



The Big 4+: Goal setting

Specific: define what you are going to do

Measurable: include concrete criteria to measure your progress 
towards your attainment

Attainable: set challenging but realistic goals

Relevant: remind yourself why this is important

Time-bound: set goals within a realistic deadline



Exercise: What is your SMART goal today?

Specific: define what you are going to do

Measurable: include concrete criteria to measure your progress 
towards your attainment

Attainable: set challenging but realistic goals

Relevant: remind yourself why this is important

Time-bound: set goals within a realistic deadline



Skill #3: Visualization



The Big 4+: Visualization

It’s your first night of ICU call…



Visualization – Pulseless Ventricular Tachycardia



The Big4+: Visualization 

u Keep it simple
uno extraneous distractions

u Focus on the task at hand



The Big 4+: Visualization

u Envision yourself successfully performing a task step by step

u Imagine possible scenarios which may arise

u Tips:

u Use movements

u Envision yourself performing the task successfully

u Use all applicable senses

u Keep it simple; don’t overcomplicate



The Big 4+ for residency: Visualization

u In sports, mental imagery reduces stress and boosts performance

u Adjunct to practice

u Better performance under stress

u 20 Toronto surgery residents – simulated Roux-en-Y procedure 

u 10 residents got a script to help them use visualization at home 

u In the simulation, the patient had an anaphylactic reaction

u Residents who used visualization performed significantly better 

Sources: Louridas, 2014



Skill #4: Positive self-talk



Pay attention to your self-talk

u “I can never get the tough intubations”

u “I can tell everyone thinks I’m a hack”

u “I should have known she would have such a difficult airway…”

u “I should be able to intubate anyone by myself”

u “What if I’m the worst resident this program has ever seen?”

u “My staff had to step in for an intubation today.  All my skills 
are s&*#”



The Big 4+ for residency: Positive self-talk

u Become aware of your mental 
narrative aka “self-talk”

u Challenge repeated negative 
self-talk when not in 
performance situations

u Use positive mental narrative 
on the spot in performance 
situations

u “I can do it”



“Whether you think you can,
or you think you can’t….

you’re right”
— Henry Ford



How might you apply this in your life?

u What is the evidence that I am unqualified to be a senior 
resident?
u My evaluations have all been largely positive – staff are excited to 

be working with me

u I may be rusty, but there has never been an important skill before 
that I wasn’t able to learn

u One procedure/diagnosis gone awry is not a pattern. You’ve 
demonstrated a pattern of success and there is a reason it’s called 
the “practice of medicine”

u What would I say to a friend?
u Maybe you’re a little rusty because you’ve been on non-procedural 

rotations, but you’re a good resident

u It’s just one step of many in a complex procedure. You nailed the 
other steps.



7th inning stretch



The Big 4+ for residency: Focus and Attention 
Control



Exercise 5: Focus and Attention Control



Exercise 5: Focus and Attention Control





The Big 4+ for residency: Focus and Attention 
Control



Tunnel vision

u Decrease in broad awareness 

u Examples?

u Worrying primarily about rhythm checks and forgetting to think about 
the Hs and Ts

u Getting so worked up about a patient’s postpartum hemorrhage that you 
forget about her WinRho



Tunnel vision

u What can you do?

u Visualization

u Prepare for scenario ahead of time, keeping in mind all of the factors 
you must continue to take into account

u Practice continuously scanning environment

u Tactical breathing

u Decrease your level of arousal so you can broaden your attentional focus



Vigilance fatigue

u State of readiness to react

u Vigilance can decrease over time

u Failure to accurately perceive or analyze important cues

u Examples?

u For anesthesia, a long case in a stable patient

u Trying to stay attentive during a long psychotherapy session



Refocusing techniques

u Cue statements

u What’s Important Now? 

u Goal-setting

u Brief Breaks

u Tactical breathing



The Big 4+ for residency: Focus and Attention 
Control



Barriers to care



The importance of seeking help

8-12% 
develop substance abuse at some point during career



The importance of seeking help

u Goebert et al (2009) multi-site survey in USA

u 2193 (89% response rate) medical students and residents responded 
to survey

u Overall depression: 

21.2%



The importance of seeking help

In the USA, 

300-400
physicians commit suicide 

every year



The importance of seeking help



Why you or your peers might not seek help, even 
if you need it….



Why you or your peers might not seek help, even 
if you need it….

u Many residents don’t have a doctor

u Residents just don’t have time

u Residents fear loss of control

u Residents concerned about privacy and confidentiality, particularly 
at their home institution

Sources: Kay, 2008; Dunn, 2008



Why you or your peers might not seek help, even 
if you need it….

u Resident afraid to let colleagues and patients down

u Residents worry about how coming forward will affect their career

u Medical students with higher depression scores more frequently 
endorse stigma attitudes

Sources: Adams, 2010; Schwenk, 2010



Tool #3: H.E.L.P.

77



Who can help?

u You

u Your peers

u Your healthcare provider

u Your supervisor

u Your Wellness office

u Your Physician Health Program



How to H.E.L.P.

u HOW are you doing?

u EMPATHY

u LISTEN without judgement

u PLAN next steps



Summary



Summary

u Physician burnout has a negative impact on physician mental health 
and patient care

u EVERYONE is somewhere on the Mental Health Continuum

u Use of the Big 4+ can reduce arousal and improve performance

u Practice makes Permanent…

u Regular practice of the Big 4+ can increase one’s resiliency in order to 
better manage stress and thrive during training and practice



Resiliency training at every level

u Resident

u Leader

u Adverse events

u Work accommodations

u Return to work

u Managing residents in distress

u Trainer

u Quality-control 



Next steps: RDoC

u Refining resident curriculum

u Development of leadership component

u Adaptation of train-the-trainer from MHCC model

u Pilot projects (Fall 2016)



Next steps: You

u One week from today, use the continuum to assess your current state

u Within the next week, use one of the Big 4+ tools to boost your 
resiliency

u Stick to your SMART Goal




